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[Chance, Bryan, Bailey, and a rude teacher are all staying after school one day and are starving.
Chance, Bryan and Bailey are all good friends. They come up with excuses and reasons why they
should get the last candy bar. They go through so many conflicts just to have a Hershey’s candy
bar. They find out in the end, some things just aren't worth candy.]
Exposition:
[3:30 bell rings. Chance and Bryan walk into math class in need of extra help on a make-up
test.]
Bryan: Did you study for this test?
Chance: Considering I failed the first time because I didn’t study, I made the same mistake to
not study again.
Teacher: Okay guys, get out whatever you need for this make up test that all of you failed. It’s
open book, let me know if you have any questions!
[Chance and Bryan look blankly at each other then blankly at their empty notebook. Bailey
walks in. You can hear her stomach growling]
You’re late. Sit down and finish your test
Bailey: I’m sorry sir, I wasTeacher: Yeah, I don’t care
[walks past Bailey and points to a chair]
Sit.
Bailey: [walks silently to her chair but stops abruptly to see Chance and Bryan looking frazzled
about their test]
Dang, your notebook is as empty as my stomach
Chance: [looks up from his paper and makes eye contact and smirks] looks like we all have
something in common.
Teacher: Seriously guys, sit down and work on your test!
[Chance, Bryan, and Bailey have a surprised look on their face then start on their tests while
hearing all of their stomachs growl]
Rising Action:
[an hour goes by]

Teacher: Alright guys, you guys get a 15 minute break. Do me a favor and go eat something I’m
tired of hearing your stomachs growl.
[The three students stand up at the same time and make their way downstairs to the vending
machine]
Bailey: Ugh, I am so hungry I can hardly stand it
Chance: Me too I haven’t eaten anything all day
Bryan: I’m always hungry so…
[They make their way towards the machine but all bump heads.]
Bailey: OW! [talking towards Chance]
What why’d you do that?!
Chance: Me?! It was Bryan!
[Chance looks towards Bryan in a rage]
Bryan: [Being oblivious to the situation, Bryan just sits there and looks at the machine]
Ummm, guys what were ya’ll wanting to get out of the machine?
Both Chance and Bailey: Candy Bar
[camera pans over to the snack machine empty except for a singe candy bar]
Bryan: Yeah, me too
[They get up at the same time, never taking an eye off of each other. Before having the chance to
fight their way to the machine, their teacher calls from upstairs]
Teacher: IT HAS BEEN 16 MINUTES. GET BACK TO CLASS AND FINISH YOUR TEST
NOW
[tension stirring, they all go back upstairs, even hungrier than before and finish their test]
Teacher: Time’s up give me your tests and you guys can be on your way
[the students get up in a big hurry]
All: Thanks!
[they make their way to snack machine]

[running at the speed of lightning, Bailey decides to trip Chance.]
Bailey: Oops! *laughs*
Chance: [says to himself]
So, we’re gonna play it like this? Game on.
[gets up and tries to catch up with Bailey and Bryan]
[Camera focuses on Bailey and Bryan running for their lives in slow motion.
They both stop and look at each other struggling to catch their breath]
Bailey: I’m sorry Bryan
Bryan: *chuckles* Sorry for wha[before he could finish, Bryan saw Bailey’s fist coming at him in slow motion]
Bailey: For that.
[Bailey sprints to the stairs]
[as Bailey approaches the big staircase, she finds Chance running in the same direction]
Chance: *whispers* not this time young lady
[To get back at Bailey, Chance pushes her down the first set of stairs]
Bailey: *cries* OWWW CHANCE OWWW!!!
[Chance is a few feet in front of Bailey at this point but looks back when he hears her scream. He
then goes to her]
Chance: I’m so sorry are you okay?
Bailey: Yup
[she pushes him down the next flight of stairs]
[Bailey has the advantage but as she reaches the bottom of the steps she finds Bryan with a black
and a determined look on his face]
Bryan: Jokes on you, B
[Bryan holds up a dollar bill, making Bailey realize she never had money for a candy bar in the
first place. He is just only a few steps away from the vending machine]
Bailey:NOOOOO
[says in slow motion]

[Bailey then bolts and does a football tackle on Bryan and is on top of him]
Bailey: [Bailey takes Bryan’s dollar and holds in in the air]
You will NOT take this opportunity from me!
Bryan: It’s just a candy bar. You can get the next one next time! I AM STARVING!
Bailey: If it’s not that big of a deal then let me have it!
Chance:
[Chance comes toward them with a limp in his leg. When he reaches the two on the ground
fighting about who will get the dollar, he snatches up the dollar for himself]
And I’ll take that. I’d love to stay and chat but I’ll let you two get back to what you’re doing
*laughs*
Bailey: HEY!
[Bailey slips her leg out in front of Chance making him trip over it and fall]
Geez Chance, why do you keep making me do that to you.
[Bailey gets up, swipes the dollar from Chance and starts walking towards the vending machine.
But once again is stopped by Bryan and Chance. The two boys grab Bailey’s legs and pull her
down to the ground]
Bailey: [on the ground in a lot of pain]
Not only am I physically hurt, but emotionally hurt. I give up.
[holds up dollar bill in the air]
This is my white flag of surrender. Take it.
[Chance and Bryan look at each other, then looks at Bailey and the dollar bill, then back at each
other again]
Chance: Then there were two
[Chance karate kicks Bryan in the face]
Bryan: [Bryan grimaces and holds his face from being in pain]
You sure you’re up for this?
[This time Bryan gives Chance a karate kick to the face]
Chance: [Chance has a determined, bloody look on his face]
Anything for the candy
[Bryan throws a punch but Chance swerves to miss]

Chance: Seriously?
Bryan: Hey, you said you were up for this
[Everything in slow motion. Chance throws four punches to Bryan’s face. But on the fourth
punch, Bryan catches it and twists his arm then throws a punch with his free hand. Chance falls
down]
Bailey: [still on the ground in defeat. Still in slow motion]
HOLY CRAP
[Chance gets up and makes his way to Bailey to get the dollar bill but Bryan was one step ahead
of him.]
Bryan: [Holding dollar bill in the air with pride]
Awh, you thought you had a CHANCE with me
[Dramatic music]
Chance: I’m not going to fight you anymore. I mean Bailey obviously made that decision a long
time ago [camera pans to Bailey smirking] so go ahead. You win.
Bryan: [Smiles really big] Gladly.
Climax:
[Bryan approaches the vending machine, planning on seeing the candy bar. But to his surprise it
is gone. He stands and stares blankly at the empty vending machine]
Chance: Are you okay? What happened?
Bailey: [Still on the ground] Bryan?
Bryan: I-I-It’s gone. [close to tears being very dramatic] How could this be possible?
Teacher: What are you guys still doing h- [stops and notices Bailey still on the ground, Chance’s
face all bruised up, and Bryan close to tears] I’m not gonna ask. See you guys later.
[As the mean teacher walks away he takes a bite of a chocolate bar]
Bailey: OH
Chance: MY

Bryan: GAH
Falling Action:
[Shot of all the students getting up and circling up to one another and looking at each other then
looking at the teacher walking away from them. Black screen]
[Screen opens up on the three students sitting on the ground outside with the sounds of stomachs
growling and holding ice packs on their bruises]
Bailey: I didn’t wanna be the one to say this, but we just got played by our teacher
Chance: Yeah, you didn’t have to say it.
Bryan: I just can’t believe it. We all risked our friendships for a chocolate bar
Bailey: We fought over something that wasn't even waiting for us at the end
Chance: And we’re still hungry…
[Everyone laughs]
Bailey: I’m sorry I hurt you guys. Just know I was very hangry and when I’m hangry I become a
different person
Chance: *laughs* it’s okay, B. I have now learned to never cross you and get on your bad side.
Bryan: Yeah, it’s okay. I mean I’ll have a bruise on my face for about a month because of you
but I can’t be mad at you [winks at Bailey]
[Bailey rolls her eyes but smirks and shoves him playfully]
Bailey: Well, I said my apologies it’s ya’ll’s turn
[Chance and Bryan look at each other and jokingly almost start crying]
Bailey: Oh brother *eye rolls*
Chance: *chuckles* I’m sorry man. I’m sorry that a chocolate bar came in between us
Bryan: I’m sorry too dude. I’m also sorry our teacher is a jerk

Resolution:
Bailey: That leads me to my next question, what are we still doing here? C’mon I’ll take you
guys home [Bailey’s stomach growls once again]
Chance: I’m asking myself the same question. Let’s go
Bryan: And let’s get some food
Bailey: Couldn’t agree more, where were you thinking?
Bryan and Chance: GOBO!!
Bailey: I don’t even know why I asked *laughs*
[Camera follows them getting in Bailey’s car with them laughing and having a good time. As
they depart from the school there is a voiceover]
Chance: I still kind of want a candy bar
Bailey and Bryan: UGGGGHHH GET OVER IT
[Ends with a black screen]

